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ANGELIKA BUETTNER “WOMEN” MARCH 12 – APRIL 9  
AT THE GALLERY AT LILLIAN AUGUST DESIGN CENTER, NORWALK, CT 
 
ANGELIKA BUETTNER EXHIBITS PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE GALLERY AT LILLIAN AUGUST 
DESIGN CENTER IN HER FIRST SHOW IN THE CONTINENTAL USA 

Born and raised in Germany, Angelika started her professional career in her native country and 
shortly thereafter moved to Paris where she made a name for herself. The artist now lives in New 
York and is exhibiting her photographs for this first time in the continental USA with the exhibition 
“Women” on view at the gallery at Lillian August Design Center in Norwalk, CT from March 12th 
through April 9th.  

Angelika is known for her love of artistic challenge and variety. She carefully creates moods and 
atmosphere in her photography with a cinematic eye that adds dimension to these still images. The 
photography she has created for magazine spreads and advertisements is recognizable for its 
signature spice and sensuality. The artist’s body of work shows a broad range of styles, moods and 
subjects, yet each of Angelika’s photographs is infused with a certain 'je ne sais quoi.’ Her approach 
to capturing the strong female form and sensual spirit is done with elegance, delicate depth and 
sensitive lighting so that her images of women always leave the viewer eager for more.  

A number of international brands including Audi, Bacardi, Frey Wille, L'Oreal, Maybelline, Swarovski, 
Wolford, among others, have created advertising campaigns around Angelika’s striking photography. 
Her work has been featured in numerous magazines such as Eyemazing, Glint, Madame, Neo2, 
Palace Costes, Plaza, Twill, Vogue Sposa, West East and many more. 

The Winter 2015 issue of Venu magazine features a cover story on Angelika, which may be read 
here. More of Angelika’s work can be seen here: www.angelikabuettner.com 

Lillian August is joining with Venu magazine to celebrate Angelika Buettner and “Women” with an 
opening reception on March 12th from 6:00 – 8:00 pm at the Gallery at the Lillian August Design 
Center, 32 Knight Street, Norwalk, CT. The exhibition is curated by Jens Buettner. “Women” will be 
on view at the Lillian August Design Center through April 9th.  

 


